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MARCIE JAMES
NIWOT HOMES
I’ve lived all over the world

but always return to

my roots in Boulder and Boulder County. It’s a privilege to
live here, raise a family here and enjoy our wonderful
neighbors and safe neighborhoods.

Part of what makes Boulder County so special is our vibrant
real estate market. I love the Boco real estate market. It’s
why I bought a home here and why I invested in a number
of rental homes.

I understand the Boulder market, the best neighborhoods,
the upcoming areas, what creates demand and what drives
pricing.

I’ll be there for you, every step of the way,
guiding and supporting you with
professional and expert representation.
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Call Marcie: (303) 803-3242

Let’s Find your Perfect Home
In the Right Neighborhood
at the Best Price

Marcie James – Niwot Homes
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WHAT TO EXPECT
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BUDGET AND FINANCE

Let’s walk you through the entire home buying [process so

Get your financial ducks lined up in a row to best present

you know what to expect and don’t get taken by surprise.

your mortgage application and offer to purchase.

CREDIT
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PRE-APPROVAL

Understand how your credit report and credit score impact

Get pre-approved for a loan so you can present yourself

your purchase price and monthly mortgage payments.

like a cash buyer.

FIND A HOME
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OFFER AND NEGOTIATE

Hire a Realtor and find every home for sale that meets your

Make a winning offer and negotiate the best deal, including

preferred criteria.

the right price, terms, conditions and seller concessions.

MANAGE THE TRANSACTION

08

CLOSING

Protect your rights and make sure you get exactly what

What to expect at the closing and what you need to do to

you’re paying for.

smoothly take possession of your new home.
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Start Today

What to Expect When
You Buy A Home

The home buying process needs to start right now.

You need to plan, prepare and put yourself into the best position to get
the perfect home, at the right price, with the least amount of hassle.

It’s the single biggest mistake made by inexperienced homebuyers – a
The home buying process is complicated.

mistake that you will pay for and will haunt you for the next 30-years.

It involves a willing and able buyer, a willing seller, a great deal of

First Time Home Buyers

paperwork, a host of third party vendors and a great deal of money.

You simply can’t afford to make a mistake!

This guide will walk you step-by-step through the home buying process.
It will take away the fear of making a huge mistake when buying your
first home.

This Home Buyer Guide is designed to walk you through the home

Experienced Home Buyers and Investors

buying process so you will not be taken by surprise when you purchase
your home.

It’s a practical guide that will help you avoid making a mistake that you
will own for the life of your mortgage or the time you own your home.

At the end of each chapter we dig deeper into a number of advanced
issues that will impact the purchase of your next home or rental
property.
Subscribe Now
Things change all the time so make sure to subscribe right now to our
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blog at www.niwothomes.com

Let’s Walk Through The Home Buying Process

WHAT TO EXPECT

DAY 1

DAY 3

INITIAL CONSULTATION

GET PRE-APPROVED

At our initial consultation my role is to

You need to get pre-approved so you can

listen – listen to what you need to find

present yourself like a cash buyer..

your perfect home.

DAY 2

BUDGET AND CREDIT
The next step is to clearly establish your
budget and prepare your credit to get a
loan and present the best offer.
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We Will Manage Every Step Of The Sale

THE SALES TIMELINE

DAY 4

DAY 14

APPOINTMENTS AND SHOWING

UNDER CONTRACT

It’s time to select and view pre-screened homes,

We will review, prepare and execute the

not just from the MLS but also from other agents

contract and disclosures that will protect your

and our exclusive seller list.

rights and govern the purchase of your home.

DAY 10

NEGOTIATE THE BEST SALE
While my entire team helps prepare you
to buy a home, I exclusively handle all
negotiations. My job quite simply is to
get you what you told me you wanted on
Day 1.
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Every Step of the Way

TO CLOSING AND BEYOND
DAY 15 - 60

MANAGE THE TRANSACTION
We will manage every condition, every deadline
and every third party (like appraisers and
mortgage brokers) to make sure your home
closes on time with the least amount of hassle

The CLOSING
THE DATE OF YOUR CHOOSING

THE CLOSING TABLE
We’ll be there at the Closing to make
sure your rights are protected and you
get what you paid for, with no hidden
fees or unexpected expenses.
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Your Budget
One of the best things about the housing industry is that credit, in the
form of a home loan, is readily available, even to under qualiBied buyers.

Here are the things that will help you get a loan.
• The home will be your primary residence

That’s because your lender is comfortable lending against the value of the
underlying asset that you provide as security – namely the property itself.
If you default on your loan, the lender is a secured creditor who has the
right to foreclose on your loan and acquire title to your home. Once the
lender has title the lender can sell the home to recover the money it lent
you to initially buy the home.
Even if you have a bad credit score, in the 500 range, you can still qualify
for a home loan.

• You have a stable job and your monthly mortgage payments will be
less than 28% of your monthly loan repayments
• You have a nice down payment saved or available as a gift from your
parents
• You are buying the home in a good area at less than its appraised value
• You qualify for a number of housing assistance programs, like being a
Birst time buyer or as veteran
All of the above are things that will positively inBluence your home loan
application.

Think about it like this:
You Bind a home that you want to buy for $250,000. You’re concerned that
you won’t qualify for a home loan because your credit score has a few
dings and sits around a score of 540.
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YOUR BUDGET
Set Your Budget

Income

It all starts with your budget. You need to know what your maximum
buying power and how much you can realistically afford to pay on a
monthly basis without defaulting on your loan.

Base Income

__________

Overtime

__________

Bonuses

__________

Other

__________

Total Income

__________

Monthly Housing Expenses
Your lender will want your monthly housing expenses to be less than
28% of your monthly income.
Your lender will also not want your other non-housing expenses to be
more than 36% of your total income.
You can download a standard home loan application form from Fannie
Mae. You should download the form and take a dry practice run to get a
feel for the information that will be required by your lender.
www.FannieMae.com

Housing Expenses
Rent

__________

First Mortgage (Principal and Interest)

__________

Second Mortgage

__________

Hazard Insurance

__________

Real Estate Taxes

__________

Mortgage Insurance

__________

Home Association Dues

__________

Other
Total Expenses

__________
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Are Your Housing Expenses Less Than 28% of Your Total Income?

S t a r t S a v i n g To d a y

YOUR BUDGET
Earnest Money

Down Payment

When you make an offer on a home you may be asked to put down
earnest money.

Generally speaking, you need to put a down payment down on a
home in order to qualify for a mortgage.

Earnest money is like a security deposit that shows the seller that you
are “earnest” and are a serious buyer.

In good times, when home prices are rising, your lender may have
a no down payment or 100% loan product, but this is unusual and
you shouldn’t rely on it.

Earnest money is usually refundable if the sale fails to close through no
fault of the buyer.
The amount of earnest money is negotiable but is usually around 1% of
the purchase price, or $2,500 on a $250,000 home.

As a general rule you will need a 20% down payment but this
percentage can vary greatly dpendig on your personal financial
position and the home you want to buy.

The earnest money will be held in trust by whoever is nominated in the
purchase agreement, usually the seller’s agent or the closing agent.

In a strong real estate market there are usually so many loan
products and government programs out there that you will
probably qualify for a minimum down payment of 3.5% of the
purchase price.

Make sure that you observe all the conditions and time limits in the
purchase contract so that you are not at fault and at risk of losing your
earnest money.

That’s $3,500 on a $100,000 home.
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To t a l P u r c h a s e P r i c e

HOW MUCH HOUSE CAN YOU AFFORD?
What is the maximum amount of home I
can buy for my income?
Now let’s give you a rough estimate of the top
end of your budget based on your income.
You really need to use a calculator to get your
exact numbers as there are a number of
variables, like your credit score, your down
payment, the area where the house is located
and your actual monthly expense.
The simplest formula to use to get a rough
idea of your maximum amount of loan is to
take your annual salary and multiply it by 3.
There are dozens of mortgage calculators
online that you can use to calculate your exact
loan numbers.

Here are some basic numbers:
Assuming a 6% interest rate on a 30 year loan
with a small down payment:

Assuming a 5% interest rate on a 30 year loan
with a small down payment:

If you earn $60,000 per year ($5,000 per
If you earn $60,000 per year ($5,000 per
month) your will qualify for a maximum
purchase price of $180,000

month) your will qualify for a maximum

If you earn $72,000 per year ($6,000 per
month) your will qualify for a maximum
purchase price of $220,000

If you earn $72,000 per year ($6,000 per

If you earn $84,000 per year ($7,000 per
month) your will qualify for a maximum
purchase price of $260,000

purchase price of $200,000

month) your will qualify for a maximum
purchase price of $240,000

If you earn $84,000 per year ($7,000 per
month) your will qualify for a maximum
purchase price of $280,000

In today’s housing market that’s not a lot of
www.BankRate.com

purchasing power.
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Maximum Monthly Payments

HOW MUCH IN MONTHLY REPAYMENTS?
How much will my mortgage cost me every
month?
Your lender will require you to repay the loan by
making a number of monthly payments.
Let’s start by looking at this from your Lender’s
perspective.
Your lender has lending guidelines that it must
follow and has very little leeway to vary or ignore.
The Birst and most important guideline is that
they will not allow your monthly repayment to
exceed around 28% of your monthly income.
The second guideline is that they will not allow
your non-housing expenses to exceed more than
36% of your income.
This is called your front end and back end DebtTo-Income Ratio (DTI).

How Much Can I Afford?
You can use a mortgage calculator to calculate
your exact monthly affordability but here’s a
simple guideline to follow:
Take your Gross monthly salary and multiply it
by 28%.
Your mortgage lender will help calculate your
exact loan to income ratio but use this as a
simple formula.
If your monthly Salary is $6,000 per month then
your lender will be comfortable lending to you if
you pay no more than $1,680 per month
towards your mortgage.
That’s 28% of your monthly income.
Remember that this number will vary greatly
depending on the interest rate you qualify for,
the length of your loan and your other monthly
expenses

Here’s a simple affordability table:
If you qualify for a 6% loan interest rate on a 30-year
loan then it will cost $600 for every $100,000 of loan.
$100,000 will cost $600 per month
$200,000 will cost $1200 per month
$250,000 will cost $1500 per month
$300,000 will cost $1800 per month
If you qualify for a 5% loan interest rate on a 30-year
loan then it will cost $537 for every $100,000 of loan.
$100,000 will cost $537 per month
$200,000 will cost $1074 per month
$250,000 will cost $1343 per month
$300,000 will cost $1611 per month
If you qualify for a 4% loan interest rate on a 30-year
loan then it will cost $477 for every $100,000 of loan.
$100,000 will cost $477 per month
$200,000 will cost $954 per month
$250,000 will cost $1192 per month
$300,000 will cost $1431 per month
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Credit Report

Credit and
Credit Report
It all starts with your credit report and credit score.
Your credit score has a major impact on your ability to get a home loan
and the terms and interest rate of your loan.
As a general rule, the better your credit score the more loan products you
will qualify for and the better your interest rate. A better interest rate will
also allow you to qualify for a larger mortgage and therefore a larger
home.

Your credit report is compiled by the major credit bureau - Equifax,
Experian and Transunion – who collect your personal and Binancial data
from public records and by agreement from your institutional creditors.
Public data, like a home you own or a bankruptcy, is publically available
and easily collected by the credit bureaus.
Personal Binancial data is only collected when you give your creditor
express written consent to share your repayment history. You usually do
this in the Bine print whenever you open a bank account or sign a lease or
installment agreement.
Your credit report will include your personal details, your credit history
and your repayment history. It will also include any derogatory items, like
a late payment or a debt write off.
Credit Score
Your credit score is a numerical value that the credit bureau uses to
measure your “credit worthiness”. It’s not an exact science and will go up
or down depending on how the credit bureau interprets your credit
history and risk to a lender.
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Credit Report and Credit Score

IMPROVE YOUR CREDIT SCORE
FICO Score
Your FICO score is a predictive credit score
made using a scoring model created by the
FICO Company and used by most lenders to
determine your credit risk. The higher the
score, the lower you are seen as a risk to the
lender.
The score ranges from 300 to 850.
• Above 720 is considered excellent
• 640 – 720 is considered good
• Below 580 is considered poor
Your FICO score is calculated by analyzing
your credit report. It looks at certain data, like
length of credit history, amount of
outstanding credit and any late payments and
then rates you as a borrower.

The secret formula or algorithm used by the
credit bureaus isn’t known but most of it can
be worked out and you can adjust and manage
your Binancial activity to positively impact
your overall credit score.
The key is that if you understand how credit
companies use your credit history to assign
you a credit score, you can manage your credit
to improve your x=credit score.

www.equifax.com
www.experian.com
www.transunion.com
Finally, you may be able to get your credit
report for free.
Most States allow you to get one free copy per
year of your credit report.

How to Get a Copy of Your Credit Report
and Credit Score
The best place to get a copy of your credit
report and credit score is from your mortgage
broker. Your broker may charge you around
$30 for your credit report and score.
You can also order a copy of your credit report
from any of the three major credit bureaus for
around $30.
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FINANCE
Let’s talk money! Create a quick financial snapshot of how you will pay for your
new home? Your financial position will influence how we go about looking for
your home, how we structure your offer and how sellers view your offer.

CEO / FOUNDER
GET
PRE-APPROVED?

Credit Score
Write down your credit score:

715

Down Payment
Write down your maximum down payment:

$26,000

Maximum Price
Write down your maximum purchase price:

$188,000
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Tip 1

Mortgage Loans
So far you have calculated how much home you can buy and your current
credit score.
Next you need to get preapproved for a loan and decide what kind of
mortgage product you want when you apply for a home loan.
Term
The term of your loan is the number of years it will take you to fully repay
the loan.

If you go with a 30-year loan then we highly recommend that you pay
more than the minimum monthly mortgage payment. Even a few hundred
dollars a month will greatly reduce the total interest you will pay over the
lifetime of the loan.
Tip 2
If you select a shorter loan term, like a 15-year mortgage loan, you will
usually get a lower interest rate. Not only will you pay off your mortgage
quicker, but you will also pay less overall interest and at a lower interest
rate.
The problem is that most people can’t afford the higher monthly
payments.
It all starts with your credit report and credit score.

The most popular loan term is 30 years. That’s a long time and it means
you will pay more in interest over the total loan period than if you agreed
to a shorter loan period, like 20 or even 15 years.

Your credit score has a major impact on your ability to get a home loan
and the terms and interest rate of your loan.

The reason most people take out a 30-year loan is because the monthly
repayments will be less than a shorter-term loan and they can qualify for
a higher purchase price on their home.

As a general rule, the better your credit score the more loan products you
will qualify for and the better your interest rate. A better interest rate will
also allow you to qualify for a larger mortgage and therefore a larger
home.
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Get the Right Mortgage

TYPES OF LOANS
Type
The most common types of mortgage loans
are Fixed Rate and Adjustable Rate Mortgages.
A Bixed rate is quite simple. You agree to pay a
set interest rate, say 6%, for the entire period
of the loan. This gives you certainty that your
monthly payments will not go up or down and
helps you set your budget.
An adjustable rate mortgage has a variable
interest rate that can change, up or down,
usually once per year, during the term of the
mortgage. The interest rate is usually tied to
market conditions and often pegged to a
speciBic Binancial market indicator, like the
Federal Reserve Rate or LIBOR (London Inter
Bank Offer Rate).
The advantage is that a lender may offer a
more favorable rate and also agree to Bix that
rate for a period, usually 1,3 or 5 years.

The disadvantage is that your rate may go up
if the Binancial markets don’t perform as well
as expected. You obviously have no control
over the Binancial markets so you will not be
able to inBluence how they perform and how
they impact your interest rate.
Tip 1
If you know that you will only own the home
for a short period, like 5 years, you should
consider taking the lower interest rate offered
as part of an adjustable rate mortgage.
Conventional and Government Backed
Loans
Most conventional loans are offered by private
or public companies, but some loans are also
backed by the government who provide
insurance to the lender that you will repay the
loan. This gives the lender more conBidence to
make the loan to a wider group of people who
may not otherwise have qualiBied for a loan.

Most conventional loans require that you make a
down payment and that you take out private
mortgage insurance (PMI) if your loan is more than
80% of the appraised value of the home. The cost of
PMI will increase your total monthly payments.
VA Loans - Members of the military and veterans
may qualify for a 100% loan by applying for a loan
through the Veteran’s Administration (VA).
FHA Loans - If you’re not a past or present member
of the military you may qualify for a Federal
Housing Administration loan. This will qualify you
for a loan with as little as 3.5% down payment.
FHA loans offer a smaller down payment, less
stringent lending guidelines, lower credit scores
and a higher debt to income ratio. The FHA also
allows someone to “gift” you the down payment.
Practically, this means that you can buy a home
with a credit score as low as 580 and with none of
your own money down.
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Get Pre-Approved
It’s just smart business to get pre-approved for a home loan.
In a hot real estate market, you absolutely must get preapproved. This is
because when a seller considers your offer, especially against a competing
offer, the seller is likely to choose the offer that is less likely to fall through
or not close. In a hot market you may be competing against betterqualiBied buyers, including cash buyers, who are willing to close without
any conditions.
To get pre-approved you need a mortgage broker.
Your mortgage broker will submit a pre-approval application to a lender
and the lender will determine if you meet the minimum credit
qualiBications and will give you a qualiBication estimate as to the total loan
amount, term and interest rate.
This is not the same as a Binal loan commitment but it will give you a clear
understanding of your loan prospects.

With a pre-approval commitment in hand you will be able to narrow your
home search to a speciBic price range that you know you can afford and
you can present yourself to the seller as a serious buyer.
The pre-approval process is similar to the actual loan application process
except you don’t need to provide a copy of the purchase contract or an
appraisal. It is usually free, although your mortgage broker may ask you to
pay a credit check fee of around $30.
You will need to provide your mortgage broker with proof of who you are
(name, address and social security), proof of employment (including selfemployment) and proof of income (bank statement, pay slips, tax returns
etc.)
Another beneBit of pre-approval is that you will often pick up unexpected
issues that you can Bix before your full loan application. You may have
easily Bixable issues on your credit report, including errors, that can be
resolved, or you may need to pay down a higher credit balance on a credit
card that is lowering your credit score.
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Understand Buying
and Closing Costs
It’s important to understand that buying and selling a home is
complicated with many different parties involved, including the buyer,
seller, lender, mortgage broker, real estate broker, appraiser, inspector
and insurance agent.
This means you will incur closing costs, including fees, taxes and
settlement costs, when you buy your home.
Your closing costs can be quite substantial, up to 5% of the total purchase
price, some but not all that can be included in the mortgage or paid by the
seller, so it helps to be prepared and to understand what you need to pay.

It’s very important to note that there is no law requiring the buyer to pay
any closing costs (except in certain cases) and you can negotiate that the
seller pays some of the closing costs usually paid by the buyer.
The easiest way to do this is to include a concession in your written offer
that the seller will agree to pay a Bixed amount or percentage of the
purchase price (up to 3% maximum).
The Loan Estimate and Closing Disclosure
The good news is that your mortgage broker and real estate broker are
required by law to provide you with an accurate Loan Estimate, covering
loan costs, and Closing Disclosure, covering all closing costs.
It can usually be included in the closing costs.
Mortgage Fees

ALL Closing Costs are Negotiable
• Mortgage Application Fee
Your mortgage broker and real estate broker will advise you as to who
usually pays what closing costs. They will say things like “it is traditionally
the buyer’s responsibility to pay for an appraisal fee”.

Your mortgage broker may charge you an application fee to cover the
costs of processing your loan application. It’s usually $250 to $500.
20
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CLOSING COSTS
• Credit Report

• Discount Points

Home or Hazard Insurance

The mortgage broker may charge a separate
credit report fee to cover the costs of pulling
your credit report. It’s usually around $30.

The lender may allow you to “buy down” the
interest rate by purchasing discount points.

The lender will require that you insure the
home so that if it is damaged or destroyed
you will have insurance to cover the
outstanding loan. This is usually an annual
policy, for the value of the actual home
(excluding the land), that the lender will
usually roll into the monthly payments.

One point is one percent of the mortgage.
• Loan Origination Fee
Your mortgage broker will charge you a fee
for using his or her services. The loan
origination fee is usually 1% of the total loan.
This is a big number and can be negotiated
with the mortgage broker and rolled into the
mortgage so that you don’t need to come
“out of pocket” and pay it at the closing
table.
• Underwriting Fee
Your lender may have an additional
underwriting or processing fee that they
charge for preparing and executing the loan
documents. This fee can range from $1,000
to $3,000 and will vary from lender to lender.

On a $250,000 loan you may pay a discount
point to bring down your overall interest rate
and thereby pay more costs upfront but have
a lower interest rate and lower monthly
repayments for the life of the loan.
Private Mortgage Insurance
If you borrow more than 80% of the
purchase price you will often be required to
purchase private mortgage insurance (PMI).
This covers the amount of the loan above
80% so that if you default on your loan the
lender will be able to recover from the
insurance company.

Appraisal Fee
In order to get a home loan the lender will
require an appraisal of the home. The
appraisal is designed to give the lender
assurance that the home is worth the
purchase price. The appraisal fee is usually
around $700.
Home Inspection
You may wish to inspect the home for
defects before you close on the home. A
home inspection fee is usually around $600.
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CLOSING COSTS
Government Taxes and Fees

Closing Cost Worksheet

Your State or Local authority may have additional government taxes
and fees, like recording fees or even a transfer tax, that are payable at
closing. These fees and taxes will vary from County to County.

Mortgage Application Fee

__________

Credit Report

__________

Loan Origination Fee

__________

Underwriting Fee

__________

Title Company or Attorney Fees

Discount Points

__________

Depending on your State, you may be required to pay Title Company or
attorney fees to close the loan and purchase of you’re your home.

Private Mortgage Insurance

__________

Home or Hazard Insurance

__________

Appraisal Fee

__________

Home Inspection Fee

__________

Title insurance provides you with certainty as to clear title.

Govt Taxes and Fees

__________

Real Estate Broker Commission

Closing Company Fees

__________

You may owe your real estate broker a real estate broker fee. This fee
is usually covered by the seller as part of the MLS co-operation
agreement between brokers but, in some cases, you may be
responsible for all or an additional commission.

Mortgage Broker Commission

__________

Real Estate Broker Commission

__________

Someone has to prepare and record all the legal documents. If you are
in an “Attorney State” this will be done by an attorney. If you are in a
“Title State” this will be done as a free service by the title company
when you purchase title insurance.
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TOTAL

__________

If you choose to use a buyer’s agent you have the option to choose from a
number of different types of representation. It’s important for you to
understand that you have a choice as to how you want to be represented and
you can negotiate the representation agreement with your agent.
Note however that the agent also has a choice as to whether or not to contract
with you.

Your Real
Estate Broker
Now it’s time to start looking for a home.

The Birst decision you need to make is to decide if you want to work with just
one agent or a number of agents.
Non-Exclusive Representation
You can hire an agent as a non-exclusive agent. In this scenario you will only pay
the agent a commission if the agent Binds and guides you through the purchase
of a home. You can use multiple agents and are beholden only to the one who
Binds the home for you. If you Bind the home yourself you don’t owe a
commission.

The Birst decision you need to make is whether you want to do it yourself or
use a real estate broker.

Exclusive Agent

If you choose to not appoint a buyer agent you will be reliant on the seller’s
agent to provide access to view homes and prepare all the legal paperwork.

You can hire the agent as an exclusive agent. In this scenario you will work
exclusively with one agent but if you Bind a home yourself you will not owe a
commission.

The advantage is that you could theoretically negotiate a lower purchase price
by pointing out that there is no buyer’s agent commission. The problem here
is that the way the listing agreement is written means that the seller will
simply be required to pay a higher fee to the listing agent. In most cases the
listing will be reluctant to reduce his or her fee.
Make no mistake; a real estate broker doesn’t work for free. A broker will
expect to get paid between 2 and 3% of the total purchase price. Someone has
to pay that fee. On paper it looks like the seller agrees to pay the buyer agent’s
fee but in reality this cost is usually passed on to the seller in the form of a
higher purchase price.

Sole Agency
In this scenario you agree that if you buy a home, within a certain area and
certain period, you will list the agent as the buyer agent and agree to pay the
agent a commission.
This is the most common type of agency agreement.
Note that although you are free to negotiate any type of representation, many
top agents will not work with buyers unless they are sign a sole agency 23
agreement

Different Levels of Representation

Real Estate Expertise

You can contract a real estate broker to represent you in different ways,
usually as either a buyer agent or as a transactional agent.

Your agent must understand the real estate market and how to buy and sell real
estate. Ask if your agent owns real estate. Make sure that your agent is familiar with
your local market and isn’t based too far away.

A buyer’s agent will usually act for your beneBit and owe you a Biduciary
duty to represent your interests in utmost good faith. This is a higher level
of representation that means the agent is working for you and only you, and
must put your interests above all other interests (including their own)
A transactional agent will owe you a duty of due care but will only be
required to help and guide you through the transaction. A transactional
agent is responsible to see that the transaction is properly managed and is
not required to provide you with advice or personal representation.
This is a ridiculous situation motivated more by fear of the agent from
making a mistake and getting sued by the buyer. You should insist on a
buyer’s agency agreement and require your agent to exclusively represent
your best interests.
What to Expect From Your Agent
When you hire an agent you should expect the following:
Professional Representation
Your agent needs to be a full time agent who views their job as a career and
is a true professional.

Local Area Expertise
Your agent needs to have a deep understanding of the local area and how it impacts
the housing market. People buy into a lifestyle, not just a house. Your agent needs to
know about local schools, medical facilities and transportation.
Negotiation Skills
Your agent needs to be an expert negotiator who will get you the best deal. A good
agent will earn their commission by negotiating a good deal. Test you agent when you
negotiate your buyer agency agreement with your agent. You can tell if your agent is a
good negotiator by observing how they negotiate with you.
Communication Skills
Who likes an agent who doesn’t give you regular feedback?
Local Vendor Referral Network
You want an agent who is connected to local vendors and can make your purchase as
hassle free as possible. Your agent needs to guide you through the entire buying and
closing process, not just the sales agreement.

Ask for testimonials and ask to contact past clients.
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Supply and Demand
The real estate market is an open market that is strongly inBluenced by supply and
demand. Some areas are more desirable than others and it’s the reason why a
home is one area can be valued so differently from almost exactly the same home
in another area.

House Hunting
At any given time, roughly 3% of homes in an area are listed for sale.
This means that 97% of houses are not for sale, making it difBicult to Bind
exactly the right house at the right time.
This is where it helps to have a Realtor who understands the whole real estate
market, including homes that are not listed on the MLS, and has a wide agent
referral network.

Ask your agent about the number of listings available as well as the average
number of days on market it takes for a home to be sold. The longer it takes for a
home to sell, the more likely you are to Bind a deal.
Real Estate Market Conditions
You need to understand local market conditions, as they will greatly inBluence the
price of homes as well as your home buying strategy.
•

Market conditions can vary from neighborhood to neighborhood and at
different price points.

•

Determine whether you’re trying to buy in a hot or cold market.

Your Wish List
Every Home is an Investment
The Birst step is to create your wish list so that both you and your real estate
broker are clear about what it is that you want in your perfect home.
We highly recommend that your write down your wish list. After a few weeks
of house hunting you will start to forget what it was that you wanted to begin
with.
Price

When you buy a home, by default you automatically become a real estate investor.
Your home will increase or decrease in value so treat it as an investment from day
1 and use it to grow your personal wealth.
You need to factor in the investment value of your future home when you start
searching for a home. Some areas and types of homes will have more investment
value than other areas and types of homes.

Area
Features
Terms

A home on a busy highway or next to a pig farm may be cheaper to buy but it will
also be harder to sell and may not increase in value as much as a home in a25less
impacted location.

Let’s Find Your Perfect Home

WRITE DOWN YOUR LIFE & LIFESTYLE NEEDS

Neighborhood
Life, Lifestyle and Investment
Write down your LIFE needs. What does your ideal home look like? What LIFESTYLE do you want? What does life look like in your new home?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
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Let’s talk about your needs

YOUR HOME WISHLIST
NOTES
Tell Us More:

FEATURES
LOCATION
1.
2.
3.
4.

Style

L

F

Bed
Bath
Garage
Size
Levels
Yard

PRICE
Range:
Down Payment:
Loan:

P

D

DEAL BREAKERS
Must Have

What do you want from your perfect home?
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FIND THE PERFECT HOME
Where to Find Homes For Sale

In theory this means that you don’t need an

Real Estate Broker Websites

agent to Bind a home as you can go online by
In the digital world there are a number of
places to Bind homes for sale.

yourself and Bind homes listed for sale, but
you won’t be able to see any of the local sales
data thereby making it difBicult to know if the

Your agent is the gatekeeper to the local
Multiple Listing Service (MLS).
The MLS is a co-operative listing platform
where real estate agents agree to list homes
for sale and co-operate with other agents who
bring buyers for their listings.
In the old days the only way to access the MLS
was through a real estate agent. This made
agents the gatekeepers to the MLS and made it
difBicult to Bind a home without hiring an
agent.
In the digital world you can access the MLS
indirectly through a number of websites, like
Zillow or even the MLS’s own public website.
The MLS allows third party sites to publish a
limited amount of data, like current active
listings, but also keeps most of the sales data
private an available only to agents.

home is fairly priced.
Real Estate Portals
You can go online and see homes for sale on
all the major real estate portals. The biggest
and best-known portals are Zillow, Trulia and
Realtor.com.
The portals operate like a national MLS with
listings from all across the USA.
Their best feature is that they’re user-friendly
and easy to use. It’s fun to play around on
Zillow and look for homes for sale.
The problem with the large portals is that you
don’t get to see all the homes for sale and you
don’t get to see all the past sales that will help
you negotiate a [purchase price.

Almost every real estate broker displays
homes for sale on their website. The listings
are pulled from the local MLS and show you
the same limited public data that you can see
on the large real estate portals.
Your Real Estate Broker
Your agent will have usually access to a
number of off-market or pre-market homes.
Most good agents make it their business to
know what’s going on in the local market and
have a large referral network that alerts them
to when a home may be coming on the
market.
Get The Latest Listing From My Website:
www.NiwotHomes.com
• Create a free search account
• Save your favorite searches
• Get email alerts the moment a new home is
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House Hunting Tips
GET ACCURATE MLS ACCESS
Get access to to all homes listed on the MLS, including
homes not listed on the large portals, through your local
Realtor.
SUBSCRIBE TO LISTING ALERTS
Get an alert the moment a new listing that matches your
search criteria gets posted on the MLS.

SUBSCRIBE TO MARKET REPORTS
Stay on top of the local market by subscribing to an expert
local real estate market report.

www.NiwotHomes.com
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Price
You need to determine how much money you wish to offer as the total purchase
price. You need to know how much you can afford plus the fair market value of the
home.

Make an Offer

The best way to determine the fair market value is by comparing recent similar
home sales (called a Comparative Market Analysis). It’s not a perfect science and is
the single thing that scares most buyers – paying too much for a home.
Terms

Now it’s time to make an offer. Your offer must be in writing and it must
include the principle terms and conditions for a valid sale.
Your real estate broker will handle the paperwork and submit an offer on
your behalf. If you don’t have a real estate broker you can download an offer
agreement from the State Real Estate Commission. Just do a Google search to
Bind their website.
It’s important to know that the offer isn’t just about price but is also about
terms, conditions and concessions.

The terms will outline how you wish to purchase the home and will include things
like how much earnest money, how much down payment, when you close, when
you take possession, what is included in the sale.
Conditions
The conditions are things that you require to be done or to happen in order for the
sale to close. As an example you may make it a condition of the sale that you get a
home loan for 80% of the purchase price. If you don’t get an 80% loan then the
deal will fall through and you will get back your earnest money.
Concessions
You may ask the seller for certain seller concessions. The concessions may be that
the seller agrees to pay certain closing costs or reduce the purchase price in lieu or
making certain repairs.
Note that as a general rule the lender will allow the seller to make concessions of
up to 3% of the purchase price in seller concessions.
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If the seller accepts your offer, that’s it, you’re under contract, subject to the terms
and conditions of your offer.

Negotiate
the Deal
If the seller does not accept your initial offer, you will need to negotiate the
price and terms of the purchase of the home.
Offer and Acceptance
In the simplest terms, there must be a written offer by the buyer and written
acceptance of the offer by the seller. Things can get complicated but there
needs to be certainty by both buyer and seller as to exactly what they are
agreeing to buy and sell.

If the seller rejects your offer, then you’re back to square one.
The seller may elect to send you a counter offer. This is like a brand new offer and
you now have the right to accept, reject or counter offer the seller’s offer. The
seller also has the right to withdraw their counter offer before you accept or reject
it.
It sounds complicated but it’s really just part of the negotiating process and
something an experienced agent will easily handle on your behalf.
Counter Offer
If the seller makes you a counter offer you will need to decide if you want to accept
that counter offer.

Your Initial Offer

It’s not unusual for a seller to make a counter offer to your offer and you may wish
to make a counter offer to the seller’s counter offer.

When you make your initial offer to the seller you will usually give the seller a
timeframe to accept the offer. You will always have the right to withdraw the
offer before the seller accepts, rejects or submit a counter-offer to your offer.

The risk is that if you reject the seller’s counter offer then you are out of contract
and may lose the house.

When the seller receives your offer the seller will have the right to accept or
reject your offer.

Be aware that time becomes a critical factor as it takes time to write up and deliver
offers and counter offers. If all you are negotiating is price then ask your Realtor to
verbally negotiate the price and then put the Binal offer in writing.
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NEGOTIATE THE DEAL
Let’s take a look at the main things you will
negotiate when you buy a home.
Price
The starting point for most negotiations is the
offer price. This is the amount you are willing
to pay for the home.
Most buyers want the lowest price possible
and are afraid to make a mistake and pay too
much for a home. The real challenge is to
determine the real value or fair market value
of the home.
• Comparative Market Analysis (CMA)
The way we value residential real estate is by
comparing a home to other similar and recent
home sales in that particular area. This is
called a CMA (comparative market analysis)
and it is far from an exact science. The biggest
issue is that all homes are different and it is
almost impossible to compare apples to
apples.

The best way to do a CMA is to look at all the
data on recent home sales on the MLS. The
key is to look at actual sales, not current
listings, to get an idea of what buyers are
willing to pay for a similar home.
Your CMA will help you determine the fair
market value of a home. You can use this value
as the starting point to determine your
negotiating strategy and offer price.

Buyers and sellers often Bixate on price and
don’t focus on the terms of a deal. It is just as
important, and usually easier, to negotiate the
right terms as it is to negotiate the right price.
The main terms are:
• The names of the buyer and seller
• The purchase price
• The legal details of the property

This is the art of negotiation.

• The closing date
• The closing costs

Depending on market conditions you may
wish to make an offer below, at or above the
listing price. In a hot seller’s market you may
need to immediately offer above asking price.
In a slow buyer’s market you may come in
below asking price and request additional
seller concessions.

In theory you could write the terms out on a
single piece of paper but in reality you need a
ten-page offer to purchase, as there are so
many complexities and moving parts to a real
estate agreement.
Conditions

Terms
The terms of your offer will state the main
elements of your offer.

A condition is something that is not certain. As
an example you may make it a condition of
your offer that you get approved for a
mortgage or that you Birst sell your home.
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NEGOTIATE THE DEAL
The main reason for adding conditions to an
offer is to protect yourself against entering
into an obligation that you can’t perform and
will result in you losing money.
The most common conditions are:
• Subject to obtaining a mortgage loan
• Subject to appraisal
• Subject to a home inspection
• Subject to title inspection
• subject to the sale of an existing home

Let’s say the home needs new carpet. You can
add a concession to your offer that the seller
will agree to replace the carpet or provide you
with a concession of $5,000 off the purchase
price and you will replace the carpet.
The Negotiation Doesn’t End At The
Acceptance of Your Offer
This is a controversial subject that upsets
sellers and real estate brokers.
In modern contract law a written contract
makes certain the terms of an agreement.

Concessions
Concessions are things the seller agrees to do
on your behalf that indirectly lower the cost of
the purchase price. It’s an overlooked area of
the negotiation that can save you a signiBicant
amount of money.
The most common concession is to get the
seller to give you a discount in lieu of making
certain repairs or upgrades to a homes.

However, when you buy a home the reality is
that there a number of moving parts to the
sale that will impact the Binal sale price.
As an example, let’s say you buy the home
subject to the condition that you are entitle to
perform a full home inspection and during the
inspection you discover a defect with the
home. The defect may be simple or it may be a
signiBicant defect with an uncertain repair
cost.

This defect will effectively re-open the
negotiation process. You may decide to ignore
the defect or ask the seller to Bix the defect at
the seller’s expense. You may ask the seller to
make an additional price concession so that
you will Bix the defect after you close on the
home.
The important thing is that you must protect
your rights and ensure that you get everything
that you are paying for.
Now here’s the part that sellers and agents
hate – if you want to be a hardcore negotiator,
this is an opportunity to aggressively
renegotiate the deal. Just be aware that if you
go this route you may risk losing the deal.
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Finalize Your Loan
If your purchase is subject to the condition that you get a home loan, then you will
need to Binalize your application so that your lender has the funds available on the
closing date.

Manage
the Transaction
The clock starts to run the moment you reach written agreement with the
seller.
This is the period from contract to closing and is usually the time where you
Binalize your Binancial arrangements and perform your due diligence on the
house. It’s also the period when many home sales fall through and fail to close.

You will usually have a set deadline to provide Binal loan approval or send notice to
the seller that you have failed to secure a loan or failed to secure a loan on
acceptable terms.
It’s important to note that “time is of the essence” and most deadlines are hard set
deadlines that can only be changed in writing and by agreement by both buyer and
seller. If you miss a deadline you will probably lose your earnest money.
Appraise The Home
Your lender will require a home appraisal by a licensed home appraiser, who will
provide a written estimate as to the value of the home.

A good agent will help you manage the deal all the way through closing.
In particular you will need to Binalize any conditions in the contract.
Most conditions must be completed within a set deadline. If the conditions
can’t be performed within the set deadline then the contract will usually fall
through and be terminated or you will need to extend the deadline by written
agreement between the buyer and seller.
Most conditions are for the beneBit of the buyer and can be used by the buyer
as an “escape” or “out” clause. In most cases it’s a subjective decision where
the buyer doesn’t like something about their loan approval (like the interest
rate) or the condition or the house and then uses one of the conditions to
terminate the purchase and get back their earnest money.

Issues arise when the appraiser doesn’t Bind value and appraises the home at a
lower value than the purchase price. If this happens you may wish to withdraw
from the sale as you’re over paying for the home or, if you still want the home, you
may be required to put down a larger down payment in order to still get a loan.
Title Inspection and Insurance
Your lender will require that you take out title inspection and insurance to make
sure that the seller actually owns the home and has the right to sell the home
without any future encumbrances or claims.
The seller usually pays for title inspection and the buyer usually pays for title
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DON’T LET YOUR DEAL FALL THROUGH
Home Inspection
You have the right to get the home inspected
by a qualiBied home inspector who will
examine the home for any defects. This is
different to the home appraisal as the
appraiser is simply looking to determine the
value of the home while the home inspector is
looking at the condition of the home.
Your lender will not usually require a home
inspection. It is something you should do to
protect your investment and make sure there
are no unacceptable defects with the home.
The buyer usually pays for the home
inspection ($500 - $750).
The home inspector will give you a list of
defects with the home that may need to
repair. You can then decide whether to accept
the defects or ask the seller, by written notice,
to repair the defects.

In most cases the defects are minor and it’s
easy to reach agreement with the seller as to
who will make the repairs and who will pay
for the repairs.

As you can imagine, neither the buyer nor
seller will want to pay an extra few thousand
dollars. This will effectively reopen
negotiations on the purchase agreement.

In some cases the defects may be large and
sometimes even unknown to the seller
(known as “latent defects”). Large defects will
inBluence your decision to continue with the
sale as they make have a large Binancial impact
on the value of the home.

Closing Disclosures

As an example you may discover that the
house foundation is cracked and you may
need an engineer to Bix it. This will be risky
and very expensive and you will probably
elect to simply terminate the purchase
agreement.
Another example is that you may discover that
the sewer line is partially blocked and you
may ask the seller to have it cleaned at the
seller’s cost. The cost of cleaning a sewer line
can vary greatly depending on whether the
line can be cleaned remotely (a few hundred
dollars) or if the contractor needs to dig up
the line (a few thousand dollars).

You mortgage broker and real estate broker
are required, three days before the closing
date, to provide you with a number of written
disclosures that clearly set out the exact
mortgage and closing costs.
The Final Walk Though
Just before the closing date you should
perform a walk through of the home to make
sure you’re getting exactly what you paid for.
The main thing you will be doing is making
sure that the condition of the home is the
same as when you entered into agreement to
buy the home. You also need to check that the
seller didn’t remove things from the home
that were part of the purchase agreement.
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The Closing
The closing is the big day where you take legal title to your new home.
The closing will usually take place at your Title Company or Attorney’s ofBice
(the “closing agent”). The closing agent will usually close in escrow and make
sure all the paperwork is in order; that the Binancial arrangements are in place
and arrange for the Biling with the local government authority of all the
documents needed to legally convey title of the property.
Note that the closing date and the date you take possession of the home is
usually the same day but may be different if you agreed otherwise in the
purchase agreement.

The seller wants to be certain that he or she gets the full purchase price. The buyer
wants to make sure he or she gets legal title to the home. The lender wants to
make sure that the loan document is fully executed and the security agreement
(mortgage or trust deed) is properly recorded. All the third party service
companies; like the appraiser, home inspector, mortgage, insurance and real estate
brokers; want to make sure they get paid.
On the closing date you will need to bring a number of documents to the closing
table:
Proof of ID, usually your driver license
Good funds for any down payment and closing costs. Good funds usually mean a
bank guaranteed check (not an ordinary check).
Proof of home hazard insurance
The closing agent will verify all the paperwork and then execute all the
agreements.
The closing agent will also Bile and register all the paperwork with the local
government authority.

The costs of the closing agent are normally split between the buyer and seller.
If the possession date is the same as the closing date you will get the keys.
The purpose of the closing day is to make sure that all the paperwork is in
order and to make sure all the parties to the transaction are protected.

Congratulation – you just bought a home.
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Niwot Homes

COMPANY HISTORY
Rock Solid in Boulder County Since 1962

Niwot Homes was founded by my mother in Niwot in 1962 when we were still a small railroad town that relied on sugar beet farming. Much has changed
since then, not least the size of our wonderful town and the value of our homes. That’s good and bad as we’ve all prospered as our home values have
appreciated but this has made it more difficult for new families to afford to live in Niwot. The point is that we’ve seen it all, the good times and the bad
times, and always been there to guide our clients through unmatched real estate expertise and professional representation.

NIWOT HOMES – TOP SELLING REALTOR IN NIWOT EVERY YEAR SINCE 1984 (Boulder Association of Realtors)
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Let’s Connect
UNITED STATES OFFICE

Tell me how you would like us to communicate!

7857 Country Creek Dr
Niwot CO 80503

EUROPE OFFICE
13 Ave. Ballarta
Barcelona, Spain

(303)

803-3242

@yourname

SOUTH AMERICA OFFICE
45 Calle Norte

marci@niwothomes.com

@yourname

7857 Country Creek Drive,
Niwot CO 80503

@yourname

www.NiwotHomes.com

@yourname

Argentina

Headquarter
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Modern Presentation

TEXT IN THREE COLUMS
Frequently, your initial font choice is taken

Frequently, your initial font choice is taken

Frequently, your initial font choice is taken

out of your awesome hands also we are

out of your awesome hands also we are

out of your awesome hands also we are

companies often specify a typeface, or even

companies often specify a typeface, or even

companies often specify a typeface, or even

a set of fonts,

a set of fonts,

a set of fonts,

part of their brand guides

part of their brand guides

part of their brand guides

However, if you a great Frequently, your

However, if you a great Frequently, your

However, if you a great Frequently, your

initial font choice is taken out of your hands;

initial font choice is taken out of your hands;

initial font choice is taken out of your hands;

companies often specify a typeface, or even

companies often specify a typeface, or even

companies often specify a typeface, or even

a set of fonts when selecting a typeface for

a set of fonts when selecting a typeface for

a set of fonts when selecting a typeface for

body text, your primary concern should be

body text, your primary concern should be

body text, your

readability. Don’t concern yourself with off

readability. Don’t concern yourself with

mastering your primary concern should be

personality at this stage. I’m of the school of

readability. Don’t concern yourself with

thought that believes that

personality at this stage. I’m of the school of
thought that believes that

When selecting a typeface for body text,
your primary concern should be readability.
Don’t concern yourself
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